Put Your Assets To Work

You understand your core business. As your company has grown, so have your assets. You have added employees, implemented new systems, and established new divisions. Are these assets working for you? Think about it...can these assets be used to generate revenue or expand your core business in new and creative ways?

YES

Do you have unproductive assets?

- Real property, equipment, licenses, human resources, or intellectual property that are not contributing to advancing your business or strategic goals.

What can you do with unproductive assets?

- Find alternative uses and the value those uses may have to you and others.

How do you find others interested in your unproductive assets?

- Keller and Heckman LLP can help.

Examples of how Keller and Heckman LLP can help you put your assets to work...

We assisted a real estate company with generating additional revenue by turning the rooftops of its commercial and residential buildings into leasing opportunities.

We represented an amusement park during negotiations with a large telecommunications company that wanted to buy the park’s communications licenses, thereby helping to turn these unproductive assets unrelated to the park’s core business into ones that provided cash to grow the core business.

Contact us today and take a step toward putting your unproductive assets to use.